Sturdy, lightweight container, on wheels

TraceCart™

DeRoyal®
Introducing a functional and economical way to store procedural components as well as dispose of OR refuse: TraceCart containers! Although TraceCarts are well-known as a delivery system for OR componentry, these sturdy, lightweight containers on wheels are also the perfect solution for waste storage within the OR.

**THERE ARE MULTIPLE USES FOR EMPTY TRACECART CONTAINERS:**

- Time-Saving system for hauling custom packs, single-sterile components, implants, and any other suitable item into the OR.
- The red TraceCart lid can be used as a tray to transport items throughout the OR.
- After procedures, TraceCart becomes a leakproof, puncture resistant waste cart. Perfect for Heart and Perfusion remnants such as tubing, field sharps, and any large items that can become contaminated with blood.
- Eliminates unsightly and potentially hazardous leaking red bags and corrugated boxes.
- Provides a secure, convenient method for waste containment. The TraceCart can be safely incinerated or autoclaved.

TraceCart containers also meet OSHA requirements and regulations, and are Latex Free! As you can see, there are multiple uses for DeRoyal TraceCarts containers. What will YOU use it for?